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ExPERIMENTS ON SCATTERING OF 190 MEV DEUTERONS BY PROTONS 

Io Abstract 

The total cross section for scattering of 190 Mev deuterons on 
) 

·protons and the differential· cross section for certain types of inelas• 

tic deuteron .. proton scattering, weremeasured in the external deuteron 

··beam .of the Berkeley synchrocyclotrono The total cross section -was 

· determined by measuring the differential cross section for scattering 

o·f. charged particles from. a hydrogen target; since any such collision, 

- . 

·elastic or inelastic,· Win scatter two charged particles the integral 

· or this cross; section over all solid angles gives twice the total cross 

section desiredo The cross section· obtained in this way is 92 t 7 x lo-27 

~m2 , with Rutherford scattering e:x:cludedo Cross sections for inelastic 

·scattering in which both protons suffer large changes of momentum 'have 

been examined by measuring coincidences between scattered protons; it 

is found that the protons are scattered nearly 90'0 apart in the labora-

<. •. tory system11 with a narrow distribution in angle owing to the internal 

mom:entum of the. deuterono The differential cross sections for this 

process· are· summarized in Table IIo Comparison of the experimental 

r-esults is made withtheoryo 
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Ilo Introduction 
. 1 2 

Recent experiments in the.high energy~scatterin~ of·protons " and 

neutrons3 Fl~ow anomalies in 't;he cross ~ecti;nswhich to date have not 

been satisfactorily.explained py theory., In particular, it is.not yet 

clear whether the difference between the n-p a~d the p-p .differential 

cross sections at energies of about 100 Mev and greater can be explained 

eJiltirely in terms of the. Paul.i principle, asstnning charge-independent 

f'orces, or whethe': there is al~o .a charge-dependent effecto T_o the end 

of'_providingmore-inf'ormation on this point, and particularly of deter-

mining indirectly the.neutron=neutron interaction, a series ·of experiments 

has been. instituted to. determine the interaction of neutrons and protons 
4ll5~6 

with de:uterons., . 

The. experiments to be described herein a,re part of' this ·series and 

. were designed to give the total cross section f'or scatt~ring of 190 Mev 

deuterons on protons, and some inf'ormation on the differential inelastic 

scattering oross sections of these. particles o The experiments, performed' 

in the external deuteron beam of the 184-:"inch Berkeley cyclotron, meas-

urad the to~~l cr.oss . secti·on by a direct charged pa!ticle count at vari-

ous directions f'rom a target in the beam.. Information on certain phases 

of' inelastic scattering was obtained-by measuring coincidences between 

the two protons scattered in a collision when both protons, but not 

necessarily the neutron, suf'fered large changes in momenttnno Such col-

lisions will be called p-p type inelastic collisions; it is believed that 

conclusions drawn f'rom p-p type collisions will also have some validity 

f'or n-p type .collisions., 

The principal conclusions are contained in Sections V and VIIo 

-..,.-_ 



· III.. The Experimental Apparatus 

Ao ''Description of the Experimental Method 

In these experiments we detected particles scattered from a target. 

placed in the deuteron beam of the cyclotron 9 with counterso To obtain 

the total cross section a count of all scattered charged particles was 

·desired. It· so happensn in a collision of a deuteron with a proton!) that 

two and only two charged particles are scattered from the collisions whether 

or notthe deuteron is broken up by the collisiona (The neutron released 

in an inelastic collision goes practically undetected .. ) Thus 9 .if the dif= 

ferential cross section is measured for charged particles scattered from a 

hydrogen target at various angles·. from tlie beam 9 the integral of the cross 

section over all solid angles will be exactly twice the total cross section 

for d~p scatteringn This method of obtaining th~ total cross section may 

not ·be valid fdr nuclei other than deuterons and protonso 

· To determine the differential cross section dcr/d.Q.. for charged par

, ticles at an azi.gle ~ we have a single counter defining a solid angle 6Sl 

We are interested in knowing' at what· values of~ we can find scat= 

tered particles o Theoretically 9 elastically s~attered protons can be found 

for 0° < J < 90°.9 and deuterons for 0°< i < 30° o Inelastic particles are 

expected from 0° to about 80°n with a slight probability of being found to 

9U0
o This theoretical distribution includes a small fraction of particles 

without enough energy to register in the detecting countero It can be shown 

from energy and momentum conservation laws that.~~ for deuterons incident on 

protons 9 two pe.rticles scattered ·from the same collision can never have an 

angle between ·chem greater than. 90°.9 and it follows as a corollar:y that no 

particle can be scattered at an angle greater than 90° from the beamo 

The p-p type of collision was studied by looking for coincidences 

between the two protons.. At deuteron energies of 190 Mev the de Broglie 



wavelength of the nucleons is small compared to. the m~:m distance between 

particles in the deuteron:> and we th~refore _expect that an inelastic col-

lision will involve an interac~ion betwe~n only two particles; the third 

particle will continue in its trajectory little affected by the collisione 
... 

For this reason the protons scattered~in a p-p type collisi~n will diverge 

at nearly right angles to each other in the laboratory system 9 where one 

proton is initially at r~s"!"o The scattering w:i;ll not have exactly the 

same kinematics as expected in free p~p scattering, but will differ by a 

small amoun_t owing to the internal momentum and binding energy of the 

deuterono In particulars if one proton is scattered at an angle~ to.the 

beams then the other proton will not be found a:t a unique angie s (@ s but 

may be f'ound over a small. z:ange of angles e ; furthermore, this p:roton 

may not be in the plane containing the beam and the other protono The 

kinematics is discussed in detail in Section VI; here we summarize it in 

Figo lj) which shows the beam and one c·ounter at angle ~s which is. consid-

ered a pointo The distribution in direction of the other proton is shown 

as a contour diagram on a sphere whose center is at the targeto, Points 
·-I 

on a given contour line rep~esent directions. of equal probabili~y (found 

experimentally_as directions of equal coincide~ce counting ra~e)o The 

contours are much wider vertically than horizontally ~nd are symmetric 

about the plane containing the beam; the. maximum counting rate is at the 
I ' 

centero 

The differential cross sections d~/dil s for p~p type scattering will 

be taken as the cross section, per unit solid angle 11 for scattering of one 

proton at an angle ~ irrespective of the exact .direction of the other pro

tono This means that the scattering at angles ~ and 8 must be integrated 

over all angles 6) for which the. scattering is p-p type.,. The directions 
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of the charged particles in n=p type and "elastic ~cattering are such that .I) 
- -

in the majority of cases 9 there is no chance of mistaking collisions of 

these types with p=p type scattering" 

We shall call the counter at angle ~ 9 which defines the solid angleg~U.I) 

used in calculating dcr/dSL n the. '·'defining counter.," The ~on-defining 

counter" at-angle e is moved about to give the coincidence counting rate as 

.a function ofposition while the defining coun-~?er is held fixedo 

The counters were stilbene crystals of various sizes 9 but usually of 

the order of 3 x 5 c:rn2 in area-and 1 em thicko The hydrogen target was 

_represented as the difference betWeen a polye~hylene target and a carbon 

targeto The counters were usually from 50 to 100 centimeters from the 

:t;argeto 

Bo Electronics 

A block diagrrum of the electronic arrangement is shown in Figo 2o 

.The two crys:tals are used in conjunction with 1P21 photomultipliers and 

distributed prerumplifierso The pulses are then rumplified in distributed 

amplifiers and shaped by, fast discriminators~ the mixer circuit supplies 

coincidence and single counting rate pulses which are fed to conventional 

scale~so The single counting rate outputs are gated by a variable gate 

circuit 9 driven by a pulse circuit normally u~ed to trigger the electric 

deflector of the oyolotrono Since the electric deflector is not used in 

.these experiments the pulse circuit is available for this purpose and is 

so synchronh.:ed that the gate is opened about 100 p.seco before a burst of 

particles and remains open until about 100 ~seco after the bursto The fast 

pulse shapers ar·e univibrators (Fig., 3)$ the coincidence circuit is dis= 

798 
tribute do 



The beam is monitored by an ionization chamber placed in the path of 

the beam and behind the rest of the apparatus o The chamber is filled with 

argon at a pressure slightly above atmospheric and has a collection distance 

between plates of two incheso The collecting field was 1000 volts per inch. 

The multiplication factor (ratio ·of positive charges produced in the chamber 
~ ~ 

to incident partictes) has been determined by Chamberlain 9 Segrt)!J and 

Wiega.nd1 by calibrating agal.nst a Faraday cup beam collector built by Dro 

Vo Z.; Petersono The multiplication factor for 190 Mev deuterons is then 

obtained from the proton multiplication factor using the ratios of stopping 
- -. 

powers of argon for the two particleso 9 The ionization chamber was used to 

charge a condenser whose voltage was measured by an electrometer circuito 
. ' ' 

· The chamber and electrometer thus fUnction as a beam integratoro 

Co Other. Details 

lo The collimator 

The collimator was a brass cylinder with internal diameter 1/2 inch 

for the first 35 iri.ohes and 3/4 inch for an additional 15 incheso A photo-

graph of the beam taken just behind the collimator showed the beam sur= 

rounded by a weak "-~halofil!i of' particles scattered near the end of the 1/2 

inch section but not caught in the 3/4 inch secrtiou'o The collimator was 

adjustable!) and care ;Mas taken to be sure it was accurately parallel to 

the bea.mo The relative intensity of particles in the halo and in the beam 

has been determined by measuring film blaokenings with a microphotometer$ 

these measurements showed that not more than Ool percent of the particles 

are in the haloo 

2~ Aligning the scattering appa~atus with the beam 

The scattering apparatus was aligned to the beam by means of.a move= 

able platform operated by remote controle Ionization chambers with split 

J 



electrodes in which the upper and lovrer (or right and left) halves were 

of' opposite polarity were used to monitor this operation.. The electro

meter circuitsmeasured current dif'f'e:rences between the two halves and 

correct alignment was. indicated by zero current;, The alignment was then 

checked by photographs of' the beam at the front and rear of' the sea ttering 

. apparatus. 

3o Scattering apparatus calibrations 

. The angles p and (p + (8)) were marked in inscribed scales on the scat

tering apparatus itself'o These .scales have been checked by different ob-

servers at different times and are believed to be quite correcto Measure-

ments of distances were usually made during an experiment by means of meter 

sticks" 

4o Targets 

The targets containing hydrogen were sheets of commercial polyethylene 

(c~2 )n,and will be referred to hereafter as CH2 targetso The carbon targets 

were graphite sheets machined to a thickness such that they had the same 

stopping powers as the CHz targets they were to matcho Densities were 

determined after machining and cutting by measuring and weighing each tar-

get a 

5o Cyclotron operation 

The experiment utilized the external scattered deuteron beam of' the 

184-·inch Berkeley cyclotrono The scattered beam was chosen in preference 

to the electrically deflected beam because it produces beam pulses from 

50 to 100 microseconds longD as opposed to the elec~rically deflected pulses 

which are less than 10=7 seconds longo The longer beam pulse is essential 

in o.rder that the· true coincidences be observable above a background of 

accidental coincidences o The duty cycle (fraction of' the time the 



cyclotron is actually putting out beam) varied from day to day g a.ndj) as 

the.ca.rbon subtraction. depends on.the duty cycle, it was necessa.:ry to oa.l

cula.te.the carbon subtraction separately for each run .. The cyclotron oper

ating crew WaS under instructiqn to do no~hing that WQcUld change the duty 

cycle during the day.. . 

The energy of the beam has been investigated by obtaining a. Bragg curve · 

of the deuterons stopped by' aluminum absorbers, according to· a. method described 

by Bakker .and Segr~o 10 From these measurements the bea.in is believed to be 

nearly monoenergetic and -to have a mean energy of 192 Mev .. • 

Do Tests 

The following tests were made to insure that the scattering apparatus 

was measuring the desired effectg 

lo ·The-coincidence count per beam integrator unit for either elastic 

or inelastic scattering was measured as a function of the high voltage on 

one of the photomultiplierso The expected curve should have a plateau cor-

responding to conditions in which all heavy particles and a minimum of noise 

pulses are counted., A typical experimental curve is shown in Figo 4o The 

voltage plateau is determined for each crystal independently .. 

2 o In the case of d~p elastic scattering, 'coincidence counts from 

a hydrogen target can be expected only in the plane containing the beam and 

at certain definite angles ~ and@; at slightly different positions one can 

expect a reduced effect which should go to zero when no part of either cr:ys-

tal is in.the correct position., The curves obtained by varying the height 

of the scattering apparatus and by varying the angle of one crystal are 

* This point is discussed more fully in reference 6, which considers the 
same energy measurements employed for this experiment., 
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shown in Figso 5 and 6 respectiyely.. These curves convince us that the 

effect we are looking at is actually produced by a mechanism which ope~ 
) 

rates according to the kinematics expected of d=p scatteringo The varia= 

tion of coincidence counting rate with position in the case of p=p type 

scattering is similarly in accord ~vith kinematic predictions (Figso 7 and 

10)., 

Eo Order of Events in Typical Run 

l., The scattering apparatus and electronics were set upo The elec~ 

tronics were tested and the scaler discriminators seto The scattering 

apparatus was moved into rough alignment with the beam., 

2o The cyclotron crew adjusted the cyclotron for optimum operation., 

Photographs of the beam as it leaves the collimator were taken and used 

in adjusting the collimator., 

·3o The scattering apparatus was aligned with the beam with the 

aid of. the split ionization chambers and photographs .. 
J 

4o The crystals were set at angles where previous experience had 

shoVln that a coincidence effect was easy to obtaino (For example 9 

takeno 

5o For inelastic scattering it was necessary to know the effective 

resolving time of the scalers and coincidence circuit., This was deter= 

min-e-d-ey---using a caroon targe-p and determining the counts per beam integ= 

rator unit as a function of beam intensity., This procedure is discussed 

more fUlly in Section IVo 

6., The experimental data -were then obtained., CH2 and carbon targets 

were usually alternated in approximately five=minute intervals to mini= 

mize the effect of beam strength variations., The actual length of each 
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"run• was determined by the coincidence rate and the statistical accuracy 

desire do 
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IVo Analysis of Data 

Ao p~p Type Collisions 

lo Corrections ·and uncertainties in the data 

The counting rates of the individual cotmters are needed in the carbon 

·subtraction calculation and may have to be corrected for the dead time of 

the. scalers~· If a scaler 9 counting a completely random source 9 has a dead 

···. time t 9 then .the ratio of the observed counting rate to the true counting 

rate is given by 

c 
obso 

' 

exp ( =Ctrue t ) 

To determine t for a scaler the logarithm of the counts per integrator 

unit 9 ln Cobso/I 9 is plotted as ordinate with the beam strength I (in 

terms of integrator units per second) as abscissa (Figo 8)o The points 

lie on a straight line which can be extrapolated to the limit of zero·beam 

strength to give Ctruefi o Fro~ (1) we have 

ln(Ctrue/I) = ln(Cobs/I) 

I (Ctrue/I) 
.t 

(1} 

(2) 

This value of t is essential!~ the true dead time divided by the effective 

duty cycle of the cyclotrono A chart giving the, true counting·rate as a 

function of both Cobs and t has been used to get Ctrueo It has been found · 

that single counting rates of 150 per.second require about 10 percent cor= 

rection and experimental results are most consistent and reliable when the 

counting rate is kept below this valueo 

.The actual dead time of the scalers for completely random pul~es is 

about 00 5 rnicrosecondso The dead t.ime of the fast pulse shapers preceding· 

the coincidence circui tl:l is ·;about Oo15, ·microseconds a At the counting rates 

employed no correction need be made for loss of coincidence counts caused by 



loss of cormts in the· fast pulse shapers a 

The primary source of uncertainty in the original data is in the stat-

istical character of the counting rateso Considerations of the amount of 

time·available for use of the cyclotron permit us to get accuracies in the 

coincidence rates not better than 5 percent and usually between 5 percent and 

10 percento Uncertainties in beam integration, angle and distance measure-

ments 1 target density and other fixed factors are of the order of·5_percent 

or less 1 and may be neglected for the time being • 
. 

2. The carbon subtraction 

When the CH2 target is used we may get coincidences from a:p.y one of' 

three causesg (1) true coincidecnes from the hydrogen, which constitute the 

effect we are trying to measure 9 (2) true coincidences from scattering in 

the carbons which, although usually small in number must be accounted for, 

and (3) accidental coincidences. When a. ca.r?on target is used we get coin

cidences from on~y (2.) and (3); we therefore wish to obtain the hydrogen 

effect H, by subtracting the carbon coincidences from the CH2 coincidences 

in some suitable fashion. To solve.for H we have the following known 

qua.ntitiess m and n, the coincidence rates for C and CH2 respectively, 

~D u29 v19 "tt2, the single counting rates for the two crystals for C and 

CH2 respectivelyg and l D the effective r~solving time of the coincidence 

circuit 9 such that the accidental coincidence rate is given by the usual 

formula 2u1u21; o The data are taken in terms of counts per integrator unit 

for C and CH2 , say M and N respectively; we want a subtraction factor z 

such that 

H N ~ zM 0 (3) 

The formula, derived in the appendix, is 

Z = A+ (2:)(VlV2 ~ Aulu2) 
. R . (4) 
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where A is the ratio of carbon density in C~ target to carbon density 

·in C target (approximately Oo7) and R is the ratio 

integrator=units per seconds for CH2 
~ntegrator=un~ts per second for C 

0 

The resolving time L is detennined in the following way~ the coincidence 

counts per integrator unit fo~ carbon 9 M9 (~Ic) is plotted as a function 

of beam intensity9 I
0

,(Figo 9)o The plot should be a straight line whose 

extrapolated value at zero beam intensity should give the true carbon coin-

cidences M
0

o The difference (M = M
0

) at a given value of I is produced by 

accidentals 9 so that (M ~ M
0

) Ic = 2u1 u2 
1;' _ or 

0 (5) 

where u19 ~ 9 Mare at the value Ico 

The carbon subtraction taken in this way allows the value of z _to 

be calculated individually for each pair of CH2 - C datao If M, N. and T 

have statistical uncertainties 6. M» 6. N9 and 6. 't , then the uncertainty 

in H is given by 

Since' the correction term (the last tenn under the radical} is usually 

smaller than the others the uncertainty in H is approximately 

·- , J (6M)2 + (A~N)2 
0 

An alternative way of determining z 9 when single counting'rates are 

not available» is to plot bot~ M and N as a function of beam intensityo 

The ratio of the slopes of the M and N lines is then z~ since N • zM 

- .must be independent of beam intensi tyo The uncertainties in H are usually 

in this case larger than vnth the previous type of carbon subtractiono 
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3o The cross section calculation 

We wish to calculate the differential -cross section in the laboratory 

system of coordinates!) dO"/d..O.s for _all particles scattered in p-p type col

lisions forwhich one particle is scatt~~ed into the angle Qo Let us first 

assume that we know the total counts per integrator unit, H* 9 fo~ particles 

scattered in this wayo Then 

''. 

dO" 

d.O. 
= 

"' Where D is the number of incident deuterons per integrator unit, N is 
. . 

Avogadro's number 9 T the effective density multiplied by the thickness of 
. -· -

(6) 

the -cH
2 

target 9 corrected if necessary in cases where the target is not 

perpendicular to the beam 9 and (6.Qli is the solid angle subtended by the 

defining crystalo The factor 7 comes from the fact that 1/7 of the weight of 

" 
the CH2 target is hydrogeno If the integrator unit is 1 volt on the integ-

rating condenserll thEm 
~ ; . -~ ., 

• . •. I~ 

D. = C/Me: 

where C is the capacity9 M the ~u~tiplication factor 9 of the chamber 9 and 

c is the charge ~f the deuterono M has been determined experimentally 

for a given density of argon in the chamber; it is corrected for the known 

densitYo 
. ""'\.• 

We now. have t.o consider the method for obtaining H* o As has been 

indicated earlier 9 the coun"j:;erparts of the particles entering the defining 

~~yst~l go into an elliptically shaped zone at approximately 90° to the. de-

(7} 

fining a~gle 9 and ~he minor axis of the ellipse is in the plane of scatteringo 

Early experiments having confirmed the narrowness of the ellipseg the entire 

ell~pse. was then cove.red in several vertical steps~ each of which was wide 

enough to cover the whole horizontal width of the ellipseo Figo 10 is a 
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typical curve showing the effect, per integrator unit. as a function Qf 

the height of the non=defining crystalwhose.vertical width ish o Only 
0. 

the uppe'r half of the ellipse can be covered~ for mechanical reasons; a 

little bit of the lower half can be studied to check symmetryo The total 

. area under the curve is therefore 2JHdh and the total counts under the 

ellipse 2JHdh/h
0

o The integration may be done by trapezoidal rule or 

similar method,;; the statistical accuracies involved do .not require more re-

fined methodso 

If the ratio of H* to the H at zero height, (H*/H }, is known at a 
p 

given angle 9 ~~~ say 9 it is given at other angles by the relation 

= sin ~1/sin ~ 

This relation .pan be derived from Eqo (27)o ·With its aid a cross section 

, can be obtained for angles where a vertical distribution curve was not 

obtained experimentallyo 

Sample calculationo 

(a) Calculation of a value of H from raw datao The following data 

was taken for f =- 45° 11 <9 = 41° 9 h = ·o 9 

crystals at angle pt area = 22o63 cm2 
distance from target = 95 em 

crystals at angle @: area = 36 cm2 

Targets~ 

neight h0 ::: lo73 inches 
distance from ta~get = 50 em 
horizontal angular width about 10° 

·thickness Oo283 I 2 } 
rams em . g perpend~cular 

2 . 
grams/em to beam thickness = Oo336 

Integrating condensers Ool02 microfarads 

Multiplication factor 
of chamber& 1806 

L = lo5 x 10~5 seconds o 

(8) 



.·Raw datas 

Time 
~ Target seconds 

Total Counts 
@ coinco 

Integrator units 
volts 

c~ 264 3231 18702 100 

c 142 1439 8144 9 1.0 
' 

none 63 302 1343 2 

At these count'ing rates no single count corrections are necessary. 

Carbon subtraction calculationo 

A .,.. Oo 722 9 2 't,.. 3o0 :x: 10~5 ~- R.= lo08l) m = 9/142. = Oo0634 

u1 = lOol.v v1 = 12o2~ u2 =. 57o3.v v2 .= 70o8 

z =A+ 
2~ (v~v2 - Au1lleJ = Oo722 + Ool67 = 0.889 

Thus we. take H "" (so·± 5) - (8 ± 2) = (42 :t 5) o 

. . . 

(b) Calculation of dcr/d.U.o Let us take the curve drawn in Fig 10, 

as the curve to be integratedo For h = lo73 inches H* = 132. Then 
0 

D = C/Me ::: (lo02 :x: 10-
7

)/(1806 :x: lo6 :x: 10=19} 
8 . 

D = 3o53 :x: 10 deuterons per integrator volt<> 

dc:r/dsL = 7H111 /DN T(.6.R) 1 where 

* 8 . ' 23 H = 132 11 D = 3o53 :X: 10 11 N = 6o02 :X: 10 11 T' = 0.2.83 

~Sl) = 22.36/(95)2 = 0.002S giving -dcr/d..n.. = 6ol:x: l0-27 cm2, with an 

accuracy of about 10 percent. 

Eo Total Scattering 

lo Corrections of uncertainties in the data 

The considerations for loss of counts in the scalers discussed in 

Section IV=A also apply here. The discussion of uncertainties in the data 

applies 11 except that better statistical accuracy can usually be expected 

owing to the greater counting rates obtained in the single counters. 
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2., Carbon subtraction 

-As we are here concerned with single counts 0 rather than coincidences,~~ 

we wish to subtract off the counts due to carbon directly. The effect.!) (H) • 

is therefore equal to N ~ AM - · (1 = A) (Bl) ~- where the symbols have the 

same meaning as in paragraph A2 of this section. (Bl) is the count per 

integrator unit when there is no target ~n place. The extra correction comes 

about from the fact that the same no=target effect is being counted for both 

-the c~ and c targets. 

3o The cross section calculation 

The effect.9 H9 for single counts at a given angles ~ 9 gives the dif= 

£erential cross section at that angle by the same formula used in paragraph 

A3 9 namely 

dcr/d.Sl. -·· 
DNT(61L) 

7H 
(6) 

- ~ 

The integral of do-/dSL taken over the sphere 9 21r J dcr(dSl sin ¥ dj .D 

0 
is the cross section for charged particles scattered into the sphere. Since 

any collision 9 elastic or inelastic 9 will scatter two charged particles,~~ this 

cross section is just twice the actual total cross .section for d=p scattering. 

We have 9 therefore 

~ 

<:r ~ '1r J dct/d.Q sin ~ d~ 0 

0 

In the laboratory system of coordinates dcr/dSL is theoretically zero for 

, ~ > TT/2 o The integration is 'done by one of the usua·l numerical methods o 

The details of the integration will be discussed in Section·V-Be For 

comparison with total· cross section obtained in this way we have the total 

(8) 

cross section for 90 Mev neutrons on deuterons 9 obtained experimentally from 

. . 11.12 . 1 beam attenuat1on measurementso We expect our result to be simi aro 



Vo Results 

Ao Inelastic Cross Sections 

The inelastic cross sections at various values o~ J are listed i:n 

chronological order in Table I; the weighted mean averages are shown in 

Table II and Fig. llo The mean· errors listed in Table I are estimates 

. based on the possible variations in H* one can obtain while remaining with-

in the statistical accuracies of the individual values of Ho The statisti-

cal uncertainties in HD ex~ples of which can be seen in Fig. l~are com-

pounded. of the statistical uncertainties of the CH2 and C counting rates, 

with a small additional uncertainty in the carbon subtraction factor. Sys-

tematio errors in beam integration, target thicknesses, etc., are not in-

eluded but are .believed to be small compared to other sources of erro.r. 

At i == 30° it will be noticed that the cross section obtained with a 

CH2 target Oo283 g/am2 thick iS distinctly smaller than that obtained with 
\ 

a thinner targato The mean energy of the inelastic particles scattered to 

2 ' 9 is about 25 Mev, with a range of about Oo7 g/am of carbon. 

Since the particles must. pass through approximately the equivalent o£ 0.45 

g/om2 of carbon before reaching the crystal it is evident that there will 

be a fair number of particles with.insuffioient range to p~oduce a oountable 

pulse in the crystal. For this reason we-have decided not to include tl;le 

thick target data in Table IIo At ~ = 2:5°, the mean en_ergy. of the ® par

ticles is about 20 Mev, with a range of about 0.45 g/om~ of carbon, and 

we. therefore assume that we did not count all the low energy particles,. 

even though. thin targets. were used. We believe the true cross section at 

2.5° may be between 7. 5 and 8 millibarns per unit solid angle. 

The largest sources of systematic error, apart from loss of low energy 

particlesD is uncertainty as to the exact zero height position of the 
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Table Io Chronological List of Inelastic Cross .Sections 

Date to do/dD.... 1 Deris i ty of C~ Target 
millibarns _ grams/cm2 

3=9-51 45 5o3 ;t Oo8 Oo283 

4=16.,51 45 6o3 ;I; Oo7 Oo283 

. 5,.,17=51 45 5.,3 + Oo5 Oo283 

' 5=1 7~51 30 5.,4 :. 0.,5 Oo283 

6=13=51 30 7 o.4 ;t; Oo 7 Oo072 

. 6=31=51 45 6o~ t, Oo6 Oo283 ' 

. 6-31=.51 37 6o0 't Oo9* Oo283 

6-31=51 30 5o7 ;t OoB* Oo283 

6=31=51 30 7.,0 ;!; l.,o• 0.072 

6=31=51 25 . 6r.3 ;!; lo2* o.on 

• assUmes the theoretically predicted vertical distribution 

Table IIo Weighted Average Values of the Inelastic Cross Sections 

~0 dcr/d.Q, millibarns 
" per unit solid angle 

45° 5o7 
+ . 
= 0.,2 

37° 6.,0 :!: Oo9 

30° 7,3 + Oo6 Thin targets only 

25° 6o3 t lo2 



crystalo The effect of this uncertainty will be greatest at~= 45° 9 

where it may be as much as 10 percent. 

Eo The Total Scattering Cross Section 

The total cross section for d-p scattering is, strictly speaking, 

infinite because part of it is due to Rutherford scatteringo However, the 

Coulomb forces affect the cross section markedly only at,very small angles 

of deflection in the center=of~ass system_, and.this effect is only in the 

elastic scatteringo Therefore~ if we agree to include in the total cross 

section only those particles scattered by essentially nuclear effects, we 

not only·get a finite cross section but one that can be compared directly 

with neutron-deuteron cross s:ectionso We therefore define our cross section 

to include all inelastic scattering and all elasti~ scattering in which the 

angle of deflection in the center=of~ass,system is greater than 10 degrees. 
. - . _!_ f/2·2~. do- ;!; ill 

To obtain this cross section we calculated 2 j ,, dU.. sin l' di using the 

following function for d~/dSL a 
0 

lo From ·~ > 3o3° (10° in the center=of~mass system) 9 to ~· = 70° 

d~/dSt is the value obtained from the total cross section experiments. 

described previously. . (Table III) · 

2o From ~ = 70°. t~ { "" 85° ~ .do-/dSl. is the cross section for elastic 

scattering of protonso (Table III) The experimental points were obtained 

by observing the corresponding high energy deuterons at small angles, with 

lower ene'rgy particles screened out by absorbers 0 
6 

· 3o From ~ "" 85° to 90° the only particles expected in significant 

numbers are protons scattered elastically at less than 10° in the center

of-mass system. In view of the cutoff mentioned above. we take d~/dSL to 

be zero in this region. 



. dO" . 
Table IIIo Values of 2 11' sin ~ -, mb., Sl for Charged Particles 

di1: .. . 

·., Date Date Elastic Value used· in 
00 4~16-51 5 .... 28-51 Scattering integration 

5 262::!: 60 285 

8 300 ± 50 374:!; 35 300 
/ 

10 296 ± 13 296 

15 228 :!: 2.0 224 ·;!: 16 230 

20 142 180 
-, 

'. -
2:5 -125 142 132: -
30 91 106 

' 

35 98 ' 90 -

40 69 84 
·- ' 

45 87 80 80 
' 

50 76 74 
. ~ . ~ . ' ': 

55 67 70 -

60 66 62 
I 

65 48 -55 51 

' 70 33 - 45 46 

75 3 3 50 ! 4 52. 

80 3 \ 67 

82 1 71 + 6 

85 70 



4o At ~ ~ 3o3° 9 the cutoff angle for high energy deuterons in the 

laboratory system 9 we must subtract the contribution from the elastic cross 

' 
section., The value of the elastic cross section at. this point is taken fram 

6 
Sterno There is thus a discontinuity in the curve between values of 

d<T'/d..O. at f less than and greater than 3.,3°., 

5., For 0° < i < 3o3° 9 d<J/clSL is not expected to vary greatly and 

sin ~ is the governing term in the integration., We therefore take 21(- sin tli dO"' 
ldn. 

to rise linearly from zero at 0° to its :value at ~ just less than 3.,3° o/ 

The experimental points and curve o~ integration are shown in Figo 12 

and Table III., The val ?e of 0"' obtained in this way is 0"' = (92 ± 7}; -x lo-2·7 

cm2
9 the uncertainty being compounded of statistica1 errors and uncertainties 

in the ·experimental arrangement., 

There are two primary sourcesof error as a result of particles not 

( " ' 0 0 being counted in the experiment.,· They are 9 11 protons between 0. and 5 

produced by i
9stripping18 (n~p type collisionaL and (2) low energy inelastic 

'particles in the,· region 50° to 90°., The effect of (1) can be estimated from 

the observed stripped particle distribution13 and the theoretical estimated 

cross section for small=angle protons (Table VII)., We estimate that this 

effect may increase the cross section by not more than one millibarn., The 

eff'ect of (2) can be estimated by smoothing the dip in the experimental 
' 0 

curve at ~ '"' 70 ~ it is also about one millibarn., 

We conclude that the total cross section f'or d~p scattering at 190 Mev 

is (92 ! 7) x 10=27 2 em ., The corresponding value f'or n~d scattering is 
. ' =2 7 2 + ' =27 

given in references 11 and.12 as (117 ± 5) x 10 em and (105 ~ 4) x 10 · 

• respect~vely., 

... 
In reference 11 the author believes the f_'igure of' 117 millibarns was· for 
neutrons whos.e average energy was 83 Mevo The f'igure of 105 millibarns 
was for 95 Mev neutrons., 
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VIo Theoi:y 

Ao Kinematics of Inelastic Scattering 

In this section we wish to predict where the particles scattered in a 
. 

collision will goz in other words 11 we expect to get all the ·information 

about the scattering e:x:cept the actual magnitude of its cross sectiono 

We will assume.~ t.o simplify ealculation 11 that the mechanics of the collision 

can ·be completely accotmted for' by. the~·collision of the :target particle With 

one. partide ,in the deuteron~ :With the· absorpti·on of the deuteron binding 

energy between thesiS< two particles~ 'the.third particle is supposed to leave 

the collision with the se.me momentum it had just prio:r to the collisiono 

lo Simplified case 

Let us assume a collision in which the particles in the deuteron have 

zero internal, mo.mentumo Let the deuteron have a kinetic energy 2E, so 

that the coll.iding particle has a momentum, p 9 corresponding· to a free 

particle with enerogy Eo Let B be the binding energy of the deuteron., 

Consider the center~of=mass system of the two colliding particles onlyo 

In this system each particle before collision has momentum p corres-

ponding to free particles of energy ~'o After collision the particles 

actually are free and ea.ch particle has energy (E/4 = B/2) with corres~ 

ponding momentum which we will call p ~ o Let X be -f?he angle of deflection 

in the Como sys·tem (Figo l3) an~ ~ ~d. (@ the angles in the laboratory 

systemo Then 9 non-relativistically0 

~ - < ~ 

ctn@ = -otn.X + (p/p 1 ) esc X 

We can eHminat;e X by solving explicitly for ctn.X and cscX and using 
., 

csc2~ = ctnwX = lo The result is 

(10) 

(lll 
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To simplifY this relationship let us take the factor which perturbs the 

scattering from free~particle scattering as a small quantity. We define 

E. 1 ). . I 2 } 
~ 2 ll - ~p~ p~ = B/E .(13) 

and expand (12) as a power series in E. • The result is · 

ctn 0 • tan ~ { 1 + E + ~ ( ctn 
2 ~ + ctxhY ) + 0(€

2 ~ 
E2 . c 2 We neglect tenns of order and higher because ~ is about o.o o 

(14) 

For 

calculation it is convenient to use a trial value· of ctn2 @ on the right hand 

side of (14) D say ctn2 =@.>tan2 t (free particle scattering}. Successive 

improvements can be made by substituting the value of ctn ~ thus ob-

tained into the right hand side of the next approximationo 

The relativistic correction is made by using relativistic addition 

of velo'ci ties to derive equations similar to (10) and (11) o The effect 

on (14) is that ctn ~ and ctn ~- must be rep1ac~d by (1 + ~) ctn ~ 

and (1 - ~} ctn~ 9 respective1yD wherever they occur. c~ is the velocity 

before collisiono In this experiment ~ is about Oo3 and the correction is 

sma1lo 

Table IV shows the values of 0 and· ~ + ® obtained in this way 

. for representative ~alues of ~o Note the very slow variation of ·GY + p 
with ~· E "' 95 Mev 9 B.= 2.2 M.evo 

Table IVo €D as a Function of ~ 

io @0 ci +8)
0 

11.3 7lo6 82o9 

20 65o8 85o8 

30 57.,0 87o0 

37 50.,2 87.2 

45 42.5 87o5 
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2o 1fla.Ximum angle and energy of particles 

According to Figo 13 there must be a maximum angle in the laboratory 

system, ~maxs beyond which particles cannot be scattered. At this angle 

~ .+ (1\- X) = 90° 9 sol> obviouslys 

~ .r-?7 =v E =v2~ 

For the constants used above ~max is about 73°. 

(15) 

The energy of the (high energy component) particles at small angles of 

~ is approximately 

(16} 

At ~max the energy is 

(17) 

3o Effect of internal momentum 

Let us define the coordinate system, x~ y, z~ as follows: z is the 

direction of the incident beam, x is perpendicular to the beam, and in 

the plane defined by the beam and the defining crystal~ y is perpendicular 

to this planeo We will consider the effect of the internal momentum 

components Pz» Pxg Py in that ordere 

(a) Effect of Pzo The effect of this component~ since it is in the 

direction of the incident motion~ is to change the apparent energy of the 

colliding particleso Vve vJi].l consider E a ,;.ariable, E = (2p +'- Px)
2 /2m 

instead of 2p2/2m as before» as Px is a variableo We are interested in 

d@ /dE for a fixed ~ o 

d® = d® 
dE dE 

d£ 
dE I 

.A.(= .. .JL 
dE F.? . 



By differentiating (14) we get 

~csc2 ® ~= = tan t [~ + ! (ctn
2 .~ + ctn

2 
@ ) + O(t)J .. 

so that.9 for @ in degrees, 

For energies in the region of 100 Mev the variation of €Y vdth energy 

is small., To see within what limits we can expect<@ to vary,- let us 

(18) 

(19) 

consider the momentum distribution inside the deuteron.. According to Serberl3 

the probability per unit kinetic energy range P (E) dE is, .in our notation,, 
( 

' P(E)dE = [ {2BE/1f ~E - E/ + 2J\Ep] } dE (20) 

i~ere Ep is 1/2 the energy of the deuteron 9 95 Mev~ As a temporary cri- . 

(max) terion let us take E min as ( J Ep ;t· JB )2 z the probability at these 

points is about 1/io the peak probability., With these values we design 

Table Vo 

Table V o Effect of Internal Momentum 
~ 

' -
Po (~ + ® )0 

.. 

Emin Ep ~ax - --·-
45 87 .. 3 87., 5 87.,6 

30 86.,6 87o0 87.,2 

20 85.,3 85.,8 86.,0 

We conclude that the Pz component of internal mbmentum spreads @ into 

a very small region., In the event there are significant probabilities 

for brge internal momenta. (about V 2InEP ) the. l/E2 dependence of 

d ®/dE provides that there vrlll be a sharp cutoff for increasing (@ but 

a long tail at smaller values of ® ., 



(b) Effect of Pxo. The effect of internal momentum perpendicular 

.to the beam direction is effectively to change the direction of the 

incoming particle at the moment of collisiono This direction makes a.n 

angle a with the beam such that tan a. ,. Px/J2mEp 9 and the angle ~ of 

the defining crystal is really 9 from the point of view of this collision» 

~ + a.o To see what effect this has on @ tJ we again consider Serberns 

momentum distribution of the deuteron» in t~rms of probability per unit 

momentum ra.ngeo 

P(px)dpx • [JiiiB /n- (mE + Px 2 l] dp x (21) 

As a temporary indication of the spread in aD let us take Px at !: ~2mB e 

At these points the curve is 1/5 the peak value and the probability of 

finding Px within these li~~ts is about Oo6o The corresponding value 

of tan=l J B/E 9 is 8o 7° o Yle now look again at Table IV[) keeping in 

mind that fer a defining crystal at angle p we must look for values of 

(~ + (jj)) corresponding to ~ ± a. i:n:stea.d of ~ a.loneo It is obvious that 

for I "" 3o 0 a.nd 45° the spread in e ~ ~ is very sman!! of the order 

of one degree for the entire momentum distribution. For ~ ~ 20° the 

spread is la.rger 9 about 5° for the main 'body of the curve with a size= 

ablE.' tail extending to smaller values of ~ + 8 o Unfortunately this 

tail 1~ill be difficult to determine experimentally because elastic scat= 

tering also occurs .near this combination 0f f and(@" 

(c) The effect of p ~s again to change the direction of the in- , 
. . y 

coming particle~ this time to tilt the plane of scatteringo The situa= 

tion is illustrated in Figo l4o Here the target is 0, the defining 

crystal at A f) the beam dj_rection is Oz.~ and the it original plane" of/ the 

scattering table (as used for elastic scattering 9 for example} is OAzo 

We now assume an incident particle in the direction Q~R 9 making an angle 
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K (::. tan·nl Pz/j2~p) with Ozo The partner of the particle scattered to 

A goes to B~ 9 whose projection on the plane OAz is Be I'Te define our 

angles as foliowsg 

K,.. < zOz v 

~u "" < z VQA 

~ = <BOB u 

(@ = ·<zOE 

! - < zOA 

Let ).) be the angle of inclination betw·een planes OAz and OAz 1 o Since 

the line of intersection of these planes is OA we can write 

tan K =: tan v sin ~ 
tan l-.1. = tan v sin (~ + (9) 

therefore tan' 11/tan K = sin <p + (0 )/sin~ 

or 9 approximatelyn 

tan 11 = tan K/sin ~ 

The relations between ~~f) @' and ts 8 are given by _ 

cos ~i = cos ~ cos K 

cos = . cos (~ + @) cos 11 
I 

In the experiment ~ is fixed 9 (~ 1 . + @u) .must satisfy (14) IJ 11 may be 

varied by changing the height of the nondefining crystal, and (fi + e) 

is the angle between the arms of the scattering tableo Table VI gives 

~ . 0 
the relations between these a.ligles for p = 'I .. mB 11 (K =<· So 7 ) o y . 

h is 

the height above normal in inchesD of the nondefining crystal when the 

(22) 

(23) 

. (24) 

(2:5) 

(26) 

(27) 

crystal is 50 em from the targe.to These peculiar units are used because 

it is convenient'to measure the lengths this way during an experimento 

.Table VIo Vertical Effect 

~0 ~gO <!g +<9)0 .(~ + B)o 110 h" 

45 45o8 87o5 87o3 
.. 

12~3 4:3 

37 38.0 87o2 87o.O 14 .. 3 5o0 

30 31 .. 2 87.0 86o8 ' 17.1 6o0 

20 2lo8 86o0 85o7 24.2 8.9 



.. 

In: summary 9 we can see from Tables V and VI that the distributions 

will be wide vertically and narrow horizontallyo The sharp cutoff on 

the wide angle side of the distribution will, in the experiment_. be 

spread out ovnng to the finite size of the crystalso It should be pointed 

out that the unsymmetrical character of the horizontal distribution shifts 

the centroid of the curve to the small angle side of the peak, so a large 

crystal set at the ''center" of the curve will actually have to be set 

.several degrees less .than the peak values given in Table IVo 

Bo. Comparison of Experimental Results "With Theory 

The.theory of high energy nucleon-deuteron scattering has been studied 9 

by means of the Born and impulse approximations 9 by Chewl) 14
s
15916 . 

Gluckstern and Bethe 9
17 and otherso At this date quantitative predictions 

' ' . 6 14 
are available for the differential cross section for elastic scattering 9 $ 

for the total cross sections of various types of inelastic scattering_. and 

for the over·~all total cross sectiono 17 
Yfe shall attempt to compare our 

results vdth whatever is available in the way of qua.il~-tative theoretical 

' * predictions a 

In Figo 15 the differential cross sections for four types of scat= 

tering are shown in the laboratory system of coordinateso The curves 

represent 9 (l) the cross sections for free n=p scattering with incident 

3 
90 MeY neutronso The tcta.J.. cross section for this process is about 73 

~ ll" b 12 nu. ~ arn.sio (2) The cross section for free p=p scattering at about 

90 Mev.v based en a. uniform differentif.il cross section of 5o 5 millibarns 

per unit solid angle in the ceriter=of=mass systemo 2 The total cross 

* As a working hypothesis we shall assume that n=n forces are· the same 
as P"P forces. 9 so that predictions for n=d scattering can be carried 
over to d=p scattering unchanged except for the substitution of the 
1® 1lproton't for l:tneutron~ t~ and vice versao 



section obtained on-the basis of this assumption (excluding Rutherford 

sca.ttering 9 of course} is 38 millibarnso (3) The cross section for 

the inelastic p=p type collisions, with points from 25° to 45° extra= 

polated to the complementary points beyond 45°o (4) A curve obtained by 

subtracting, from the differential cross section for charged particles, 

the differential cross section for p-p type scattering and elastic scat= 

t . 6 - er~ng., This curve should in principle give the differential cross sec= 

tion for n=p type inelastic scattering.., since other types of scattering 

ha.ve been accounted foro 

An examination of these curves shows that 9 in the region of angles 

co~responding to the largest momentum transfers, the inelastic p-p and 

n=p curves have approximately the same shape as the corresponding free-

particle curves 0 but whereas the P=P scattering is suppressed to one-third 

its free=particle values the n=p curve apparently shows no such suppres-

siono This result is suprising for two reasons; first 9 because there is 

no reason in theory to expect only_ the p-p type of scattering to be sup

pressed0 and secondly because 9 as Gluckstern and Bethe17 pointed out» 

the n=p type of scattering is expected to be suppressed because there is 

interference beb~een the exchange scattering of the direct and antisym-

metrized protons by the neutron., We are inclined to believe that the 

discrepancy between theory and experim~nt here is the result of an incom= 

plete integration of the p=p type particles rather than a defect in the 

theory.. An incomplete integration could be explained by the possibility 

that many particles have insufficient energy to register in the counters, 

or that some particles 9 coming from collisions in which the deuteron had 

a high internal momentum, fell outside the main groups examined by the 

crystals .. 
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The other points at which the inelastic curves depart from the free-
·, I• 

particle curv-es are fairly easily explained. The inelastic n-p curve.; 

at large angles~ and the inelastic p=p curve a at small and large angles;, 
'. 

are both expected to be low because they correspond.to collisions in which 

the neutron and one proton go off with nearly the same momentums and such 

collisions are most easily '1robbed19 by elastic scattering., At. angles of 

20° and less the curve obtained by subtracting p~p type and elastic scat= 

tering no longer represents n=p type scattering because it includes many 

stripped protonsa 

In Table VII are shown the principal conclusions reached by Glucksteril 

and B~the 9 1 '7 listed ih their system (90 Mev neutrons incident on deuterons} 

and in our system (190 Mev deuterons incident on protons}o The values for 

S of 1 9 0 9 and =1 correspond to ordinary 9 Serber and exchange forces 

respectively.~ previous. experiments 394 indicate that the Serber force most 

nearly agrees with experimental results., We shall consider here the comm 

parison between the total cross section for p=p type collisions (in our 

system) and free p=p collisions., According to the theory the cross seem 

tions should be about 19 and 30 mi'llibarns respectivelyo* From experiment 

they are estimated to be about 15 and 38 millibarns respectively., Since 

the 15 millibarn figure is a lower limit the agreement between theory and 

experiment may be considered fairo 

* This number ·was obtained on the basis of total~~ and_n=p cross 
sections of 117 and 83 m~llibarns respectively., 1 In the light of 
more recent experiments1 the'nUffierical conclusions.of Gluckstern and 
Bethe probably need revision., 



Table VIIo Calculated Total Cross Sections* - Gluckstern and Bethe 

G and B 9 s- System o=1 0 -1 Our System 

N-N force 1 1/2 (l+P) p p-p force 

Total .elastic 80 60 30 Total elastic 

Elastic giving 65 50 30 Elastic at small 
low energy angles 
deuterons 

Low energy 1 19 50 Small angle neutrons 
protons ~10°) or p-p type 

collisions 

N-N cross section 20 30 62 ~ p.!p cross 
section 

High energy approximately 20 Sniall angle 
protons protons ~10°} 

111 in millibarns 
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VIIo Conclusions 

L .The differential cross se.ction for inelastic p=p type scattering 

has been measured at certain angles of deflection and found to be about 

one=third the corresponding cross section for free p=p scattering. This 

value is lower than that expected from theory~ howeverD since the cross 

section detemined in this experiment is a lower limit 9 the disagreement 

between theory and experiment :meynot oo asl:adas it appears at first sight., 

The angular distribution of these inelastically scattered particles is 

adequately predicted by a kinematical theory which assumes that one ·of 

.the three nucleons involved in the collision escapes with no change in 

energy and momentumo 

2. The total scattering cross section for d=p scattering has been 

measured and found to be 92 t 7 millibarns 9 when a suitable .cutoff is 

used for elastic scattering to eliminate divergences produced by Coulomb 

forces. This figure is again a lower limit.., but the upper limit.., aside 

from statistical considerations and dependence on the cutoff angle~ is 

probably not more than 2 millibarns above the lower limito This cross 

section is comparable to the corresponding neutron=deuteron total cross 

sections 

3o By subtracting the elastic and p=p type scattering from the total 

scattel"ing we have obtained an upper' limit for the inelastic n~p type 

scattering over a limited range of angleso The upper limit differential 

cross section thus obtained is approximately the same as for .free' n=p 

sce.tteringo 

4., We believe that the results of these experiments are not incorisis= 

tent with the assumption of charge=independence of nuclear forcesp how= 

ever D much more experirrr.mtal work has to be done before any definite con ... 

elusions on the nature of nuclear forces can be reachedo 
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APPENDIX 

Derivation of the Carbon Subtraction Equation for Section IV-A 

lo Definition of symbols used. 

A= (mass of·carbon in CH2 ~arget) /(mass of carbon inC target) 
-

al,a2: = single counting rates (counts per second) for the single 

counters for C targets excluding all single counts which 

are ·the result of true coincidenceso 

\"b2 = single counting rates from hydrogen in the cH2 target, 

excluding those which are the result of true coincidences. 

I = beam strength for C target in terms of integrator units c 

per second. 

IH = beam strength for CH2 targeto 

m = coincidence rate (counts per second} with C target., 

n ::: coincidence rate with CH2 targeto 

R ::: IH/Ic 0 

~ s u2 = actual single counting rates for the two counters for C after. 

correction for counting losses in the scalers themselves., 

v18v2 = actual single counting rate for CH~ target .. 

x = true coincidence rate for C targeto 

y = true coincidence rate from hydrogen in the CH2 targeto 

z = carbon subtraction ratioo 

zv = carbon subtraction ratio from simplified derivationo 

lC = effective resolving time of coincidence circuit in secondso 



2o Simplified derivation 9 assuming constant beam intensitye 

(I "" I ) 
H c 

The ~xperimental data ~re u19~ 9v19v29m9n 9 and to The unknowns 

.are a19a29~111b29x and yo The relations between unknown and data are 

(iii) 

(iv) 

m "" X + 2 1: al az = 0 ( L 2) 

n:: y +Ax.+ 2l:(b
1

b2 + A2a1az +A a1b2: + Aa2b1 = Axy) = O('t2) 

Now it is found experimentally that 

(v) x 9 y << a1!Ja2 Dbpb2 

(vi) 2 Axy <<other terms of order 1: o 

Also!J since La. and L bi << 1 11 all te~s of order 1:'2 
are very smallo 

1 . . 

Thus by neg~ecting small terms we can simplify the relations to the 

following~ 

(x) n··::. y +-·Ax+ 2t(b
1
b

2 
+A2a1a2 + Aa1b2+Aa2b1 ) o 

We can immediately rewrite (ix) as (xi} x ~ m = 2:l:u1uz 

and 11 substituting (vii) 9 (viii) and (xi}: into (x) we obtain 

If we write y ~ n = z 9m9 it follows that 

3o Derivation for the case where Ic and IH differ by a small factor 

(as usually happens during an experiment)o 

If the berun strength varies the counting rates will also vary9 however 

we expect the counts per integrator~ ai/I09 bi/IH9 x/I0 and y/IH 

to be constant because they depend only on a cross section in the target 



materials. Let us first divide (xi) by 1
0 

and (xii) by IHo We get 

(xiv) x/10 = m/1
0 

- 2·:t'u1u2/I0 

(xv) y/~ = n/IH -,Am 9/IH = (2it/IH)(vlv2- Au1'u2') 

where m 1 
!J us_" are the values of m and ui which would have been obtained 

had the beam strength at that time been equal to IH. However!J from the 

above discussion and this definition we have 

Also 9 since we take u. = a.!J we have 
~ ~ 

(xvii) ui'/~ = ui/Ic~ 
Then from (xi) 

(xviii) m1/IH = x'/IH +· 21:u1 1 u2 r/~o 
' - ~ - . -

Substituting (xvi) 9 (xvii} and (xiv) into (xviii) we get 
·. . . .. . 2 

(xix} m 1 /I = m/I + (I - I ) 2'Tu1u2/I0 
· 

- · H c c H .· 
' . . . . 

To get y/IH entirely in terms of data we substitute (xix) and (xvii) into 

(xv). The result is 

(xx) y/~ = n/IB - (1/Ic) ~ + 2'"t'(v1v2/R - Au1u2U o 

. . 
We want the effect y/IH in the form 

· (x:x:i) y /IH = n/I = zm/I .. 
H c 

By this definition and (xx) we have 

( 4} 



Figo lo 

, Figo 2o 

Figo 5 

Figo 6 

Figo 7 

Figo 8 

Figo 9 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 
·' ~-.. . ~ . 

The f?~?m.e~~y of the p~p type scattering experiments.o ·~hawing 

the angles f and@ relative to the beam and the ~oz:.tours 

of equal coincidence counting rateo 

Block diagram of the el~ctronic apparatuso 

Fast ~ulse shaping circuito Resistances are in ohms., 1/2 

watt unless specifiedo Capacitances are in micromicrofarads., 
/ .. 

400 WoVo Bypass and filter capacitors on the 150=volt line 

are not showil.o 

Coincidence counts as a function of the voltage o~. one photo-

multiplier ~1en the other photomultiplier •~s set at 750 

voltso This photomultiplier was later operated at 800 volts. 

Coincidence counts as a function of the height of the scat-

taring apparatus c. The height units are approximately 10 to 
-- -

the incho The apparatus was later set at height 35o5 o 

Hydrogen effect as a function of the angle between counterso 

The la;rge peak is from elastic scatterings the smaller one 

' from p=p type scatteringo The angle subtended horizontally 

by each crystal was approximately 4 degreeso 

Coincidence rate due to inelastic scattering as a function of 

t~e angle between crystalso ~ ~ 45°o The angle subtended 

0 
horizontally by the (8) crystal is approximately 10 o 

Resolving_ time of scalers ,for cyclotron beam pulses o 

Coincidences as a function of beam intensityo The dashed line 

g~ ves 1;' ::::: loO x 10-5 with an uncertainty of about Ool x 10-5 
o 



Fig. 10 

Fig., ll. 

:Fig .. 12 · 

Figo 13 

Figo 14 

Fige 15 

-42-

Hydrogen effect as a func.tion of the height of ® crystal.; 

50 em from target. (@ + ~ = 86°. 

S,ummary of.inelastic scattering results. 

Differential cross s-ection for scattering of charged particles 

and curve used in obtaining the total cross section. 

~agram illustrating the simplified kinematics for p-p type 

scattering. The ratio pjp•has been exaggerated for the sake 

of clarity. 

Geometry for scattering out of the plane of the scattering 

apparatus., 

Explanation in text. (page 31). · 

/ 
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